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ABSTRACT

A fast and explicit numerical flooding s imulation h as a lready b een v alidated w ith t he h elp 
of results from model tests and successfully applied to the investigation of several severe ship 
accidents like the one of the Costa Concordia. The progressive flooding method in the time-domain 
computes the flux b etween t he c ompartments b ased o n t he B ernoulli e quation c ombined w ith a  
quasi-static approach for the evaluation of the current floating position.

The numerical method is now extended to take into account the effects of the dynamic motion of 
the vessel during the flooding. As it has been observed by recent model tests, the dynamic motion of 
the vessel might play an important role for the flooding process especially during the initial transient 
phase after the damage occurred. To take this into account, the hydrostatic evaluation during 
each time step is replaced by an integration of the equation of motions in the time-domain.

The extended method will be validated with results from the model tests to demonstrate the 
in-fluence of the dynamic motion of the vessel on the flooding pr ocess. In addition, the new model 
test campaign of various flooding cases are d escribed. The enhanced method allows to give an in-
depth view on the dynamic propagation of the flood water after a damage to the watertight integrity 
of a ship occurred. Effects like the acceleration or delay of the flooding by the dynamic motion of 
the vessel itself are investigated. In addition, the dynamic extension is compared with the results 
obtained from the quasi-static approach to demonstrate the applicability of both methods.

The extension of the already very powerful numerical flooding method will not only better 
resolve the initial phase of flooding. It will also accelerate the existing method, since the search 
for a new hydrostatic equilibrium is replaced by fewer volumetric calculations for the integration of 
the equation of motions. Applications of such a fast numerical flooding simulation in the time-
domain are complex accident investigations and next generation damage stability tools to be used 
on-board for decision support. A reliable and fast prediction of the flooding sequence after a 
damage occurred assist the crew to decide whether an evacuation of the vessel is required or not.

Keywords: Progressive Flooding; Sinking; Dynamic Flooding; Ship Design; Accident Investiga-tion; Ship Safety

1. INTRODUCTION

In the past, a numerical flooding simula-
tion has been developed and presented in sev-

eral publications (Dankowski, 2012; Dankowski
and Dilger, 2013; Dankowski, 2013; Dankowski
et al., 2014). To further extend and validate the
method, a research project called LESSEO has
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been initiated. Within this project, a model test
campaign has been conducted and the numerical
methods to compute the time-dependent damage
stability of ships were extended or newly devel-
oped.

First results of this research project were
presented in Lorkowski et al. (2014). Addi-
tional test cases and new results are also given
in Lorkowski et al. (2015). The focus of this pa-
per is on the dynamic extension of the numerical
flooding simulation. The underlying physical
model is described together with the validation
on two test cases from the model test campaign.

The numerical methods are implemented in
the ship design environment E4, a first-principal
ship design software used and developed at our
institute together with partners from the German
shipbuilding industry. In doing so, direct access
to the whole ship data model and already im-
plemented computational algorithms like hydro-
static evaluations is granted.

2. NUMERICAL METHODS

First, the quasi-static method is summarized.
A more detailed description including valida-
tion test cases can be found in Dankowski and
Krüger (2012; 2013). Second, the dynamic ex-
tension of this method is described, which takes
into account the dynamic movement of the ship
and its influence on the flooding process. This is
accomplished by the solution of the non-linear
differential equation of motions of the vessel.

2.1 Quasi-Static Method

The quasi-static method has been developed
to estimate the time dependent damage stability
of ships. It is assumed that most flooding inci-
dents are mainly driven by the relatively slow
progressive flooding of the ship and dynamic
effects can be neglected. Its focus is on the
fast and accurate computation of different sce-
narios to investigate full scale accidents. Sev-
eral accident investigations have already been

successfully performed, while the last investiga-
tion was on the accident of the Costa Concordia
(Dankowski et al., 2014).

The method is in general capable to consider
time dependent openings by a pressure height
criterion and defined closure/opening times for
watertight doors. Furthermore, an air compres-
sion model according to Boyles law has been
implemented to account the effect of trapped air
within the compartments.

The floodwater ingress and the spreading of
the floodwater inside the vessel are computed by
a hydraulic model for the water fluxes. For each
time step, the new distribution of the floodwater
inside the complex inner subdivision of the ship
is computed and a new floating equilibrium po-
sition is determined based on the new resulting
hydrostatic moments caused by the floodwater.

Details of the method will roughly be
sketched in the following. The pressure head
differences at the openings lead to a water in-
or egress to the watertight integrity of the ship
or between two inner compartments:

dz =
pa − pb
ρ g

+
u2
a − u2

b

2 g
+ za − zb, (1)

u =
√

2 g · dz. (2)

By integrating the velocity u over the area
of the opening, the volume flux is determined
assuming a perpendicular flow direction to the
opening. Any dissipative losses are taken into
account by a semi-empirical discharge coeffi-
cient Cd:

∂V

∂t
= Q =

∫
A

u · dA =

∫
A

u · n dA. (3)

The solution of this integral becomes more
complicated if the opening is large and of ar-
bitrary shape and orientation. Therefore, larger
openings are discretized in smaller, elementary
parts for which an analytical solution of the vol-
ume flux can be determined.

The connection of all compartments by
openings can be modelled by directed graphs.
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Each compartment is represented by a node and
the openings are the corresponding edges.

2.2 Dynamic Flooding Simulation

Especially during the initial phase of flood-
ing, the dynamic motion of the ship can have
a significant influence on the flooding process.
Larger roll oscillations are also observed during
the model tests. To better study the influence of
the dynamic motions of the vessel, the existing
flooding model is extended by means of the nu-
merical solution of a non-linear ordinary differ-
ential equation of motions of all six degrees of
freedom. The general structure of this equation
with x as the state vector writes as follows:

M · ẍ+ B · ẋ+ C · x = F (4)

whereM is the generalized mass matrix includ-
ing added masses, B is the damping matrix and
C is the stiffness matrix together with the exter-
nal forces F as the right hand side. All of the
components of this equation are strongly non-
linear, since these depend on the changing mass
properties of the vessel by the ingressing flood
water and the right hand side is evaluated by a
direct computation of the hydrostatic properties
for the current floating position.

Since the focus on this method is on a first
study of the influence of the dynamic motions
on the flooding process and to even improve the
computational runtime of the method, the fol-
lowing simplification is applied: The damping
matrix is assumed to be a percentage of the mass
matrix, as so for the hydrodynamic masses.

On the other hand, the stiffness matrix is di-
rectly derived from the current hydrostatic stiff-
ness matrix and no linearization is done here.
The external forces on the right hand side are
defined by the resulting hydrostatic forces due
to gravitation and buoancy for the current mass
properties and the floating condition at each time
step.

During the flooding process, it is supposed
that especially the changing mass distribution

has a large impact on the motions. The cur-
rent fluid masses in the different compartments
are known at each time step, such that these can
be compiled to update the mass matrix concur-
rrently.

In practice, this is done by initially comput-
ing the overall mass matrix of dry and wet (fill-
ing in tanks and the flood water) components
from the current loading condition, then sub-
tracting again the wet part at the beginning and
by updating the current wet part of the mass ma-
trix from the distribution of the flood water at
each time step.

The numerical solution of the differential
equation is performed by the adaptive 4-5th or-
der Runge-Kutta method by Fehlberg (1969).
Due to the fact that the search for a new hydro-
static equilibrium is now replaced by the numer-
ical efficient integration of the differential equa-
tion, less costly hydrostatic evaluations are re-
quired and the computational runtime is signif-
icantly reduced. In addition, it is in most cases
sufficient to update the mass matrix only at each
outer time step and not in between the Runge-
Kutta steps, which further reduces the required
computational effort.

This model will be compared to the test cases
to identify if it is appropriate to compute such
physical problems with this numerical method.
The validation will also be used to identify im-
portant effects which play an important role in
this scope to further improve the model.

3. MODEL TESTS

Before coming to the results from the val-
idation, the model test setup will briefly be
described. Further details can be found in
Lorkowski et al. (2014; 2015).

The model is shown in Figure 1 together
with its main dimensions in Table 2. The whole
model is build out of acrylic glass. Around one
third of the model around the mid section can
be flooded including the main deck. Most of the
measurement equipment is located in the aft and
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Figure 1 The inclined model in the test basin af-

ter flooding

fore part of the model below the main deck.

Table 1 Main Dimensions of the Model

Length over all L 2.02 m

Breadth B 0.42 m

Depth D 0.42 m

Draught T 0.18 m

Displacement Δ 144 kg

The following quantities are measured dur-
ing the model test campaign:

1. Filling levels in the flooded compartments

2. Model’s motions in six degrees of freedom

3. Air pressure in the double bottom

The measurement setup has been developed
at the Institute of Mechanics and Ocean Tech-
nology of the Hamburg University of Technol-
ogy. In the following, a brief overview about
the measurement setup is given. Further de-
tails about the measurement setup are given in
Lorkowski et al. (2014); Pick (2008).

3.1 Filling Levels

The filling levels in the flooded compart-
ments are measured by filling level sensors. The
physical principle of these sensors is based on
Ohm’s law: The water changes the electrical re-
sistance and thus the voltage between the wires.
The change in voltage is proportional to the fill-

ing level. The relationship between voltage and
filling is derived from the calibration of the sen-
sors (see also Figure 2). The data of each filling
level sensor is stored continuously on it’s own
memory card with 228 Hz and written to a file.
Through this procedure, it is ensured that the fill-
ing level data is at any time step synchronously
with the other measurement devices.

Figure 2 The level sensors during calibration

Furthermore, the water level in the compart-
ments is recorded by three high speed cameras.
These cameras are capable to capture the filling
level of the flooded compartment with a rate up
to 240 frames per second. The video data of
the cameras is used to verify the measured fill-
ing levels of the filling level sensors and to pro-
vide some background information on the flood-
ing process.

3.2 Motion Tracking

The vessel’s motion is measured by a com-
bination of an inertial measurement unit (IMU)
with an optical stereo camera system. The data
of both measurement devices is combined via a
Kalman filter to obtain the overall highest accu-
racy in terms of acceleration, velocity and alti-
tude in all six degrees of freedom. The accu-
racy for the translational degrees of freedom is
less than 0.1mm and for the rotational degrees
of freedom less than 0.01 degree (Pick, 2008).
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3.3 Inner Subdivision

The subdivision of the model is shown in
Figure 3. The subdivision of the mid ship sec-
tion has been designed according to a typical
subdivision layout of a RoRo vessel. The flood-
able compartments are indicated by the light
blue color.

bow
door

stern
door

adjust. longit. bulkhead

freeing port

Main Deck

Above Tank Top

Below Tank Top
y

z
x

Figure 3 General arrangement sketch of the test

body

In horizontal direction, the model consists of
the main and the tank top deck. In longitudi-
nal direction, the model is subdivided through
the side and center casing on the main deck, the
center line girder in the double bottom and the
two longitudinal bulkheads above the tank top.
The longitudinal bulkhead at starboard can be
adjusted to the positions 0.2 B, 0.35B and 0.5 B.

The compartment in the aft of the mid sec-
tion above the tank represents a typical engine
room compartment. The displacement of the en-
gines has been considered through three water-
tight boxes. The C-shaped fore compartment is
similar to a typical bunker tank compartment.
The large cargo hold compartment above the
main deck comprises a closeable bow and stern
door and four freeing ports. Every floodable
compartment is equipped with an air pipe to
avoid incomplete flooding events as a result of
compressed air pockets.

3.4 Openings

The four different geometric shapes of the
openings has been derived from typical open-
ings on board of ships such as stair cases, bulk-
head doors, man holes, holes for pipes in the
double bottom etc.

The openings are indicated by the colored
boxes in Figure 3: Openings through bulkheads
are marked with a crossed box, openings in
decks are marked with a blank box. The external
openings are indicated by the green color, inter-
nal openings are indicated by the yellow color.

The model can be flooded through ten exter-
nal openings: One in the bottom below tank top,
three side openings above tank top, two doors
and four freeing ports on the main deck.

The external bottom and side openings are
located below the water surface and can be
opened by pulling a plug, which is connected to
a thin rope. The surface of the plug has been ma-
nipulated with fabric-tape, to ensure satisfactory
sealing characteristics. Compared to other seal-
ing materials such as rubber or foam, the cho-
sen material offers the advantage that the sur-
face of the plug can be accurately adjusted to
the opening dimensions by adding very thin lay-
ers of tape. In addition, some grease were ap-
plied to further improve the sealing. This pro-
cedure allows to keep the required pulling force
to a minimum to avoid any induced side or roll
motion of the vessel while opening the plug.

3.5 Motion Exciter

The model can be excited via a motion ex-
citer, which has initially been developed by Ot-
ten (2008). The original exciter were newly con-
structed for the model tests and is shown in Fig-
ure 4.

The motion exciter consists of two masses,
which are driven by an electrical motor. The
masses rotate about the vertical axis in contrary
direction and at the same speed. Depending on
the orientation of the motion exciter, the masses
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Figure 4 The top view of the used motion exciter

overlap either in longitudinal or transverse direc-
tion in such a way that a roll or pitch moment is
induced to the model. The frequency of the mo-
tion exciter can be varied by adjusting the volt-
age of the electric motor via an transformer.

4. THE INVESTIGATED TEST CASES

From the comprehensive model test cam-
paign two test case are selected to compare the
measured results with the computed values from
the quasi-static method and the dynamic flood-
ing computation.

The validation test cases are selected to have
a significant dynamic roll motion, where only
the average mean values can be reproduced by
the quasi-static method. Both cases have a sym-
metric layout but result in a final equilibrium
heeling angle of around 5 degrees, while heel-
ing angles up to 20 degrees occur during the in-
termediate stages of flooding.

The following computational setup for the
two test cases are used:

Table 2 Computational setup in full scale

Testcase A B

Outer time step dt 0.5 0.5 s

Damping factor fB 2 5 %

Initial roll velocity ϕ̇0 -0.4 0.5 ◦/s
Initial stability GM 0.52 0.51 m

The computations are performed in full scale
with a model scale of λ = 100 resulting for ex-

ample in a time step of dt = 0.05 s in model
scale. The typical computational time for one
of the model test cases, which lasted around 100
seconds, is approximately 3-5 seconds.

4.1 Damage Case A

The setup of the first test case is shown in
Figure 5. The model is flooded through a side
damage below the water line. The water further
spreads to the other side through a longitudinal
bulkhead and from the center through a door to
the compartment located further aft in model.
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(a) Section View
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16

13

18

(b) Side View

Figure 5 Setup Case A

The roll angle of the model observed during
the model tests together with the computed ones
are shown in the plot in Figure 6.

Since the water is first prevented by the lon-
gitudinal bulkhead, the roll angle increases very
fast at the beginning. After around one second,
this increase slows down before the maximum
roll angle of a little more than 20 degrees is
reached after 20 seconds. After this point, the
model uprights again before it comes to rest at
around 5 degrees of heel.

Even though the damage case has a symmet-
ric layout, the final equilibrium is not upright.
This can be explained by the fact, that the final
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Figure 6 Case A: Roll motion measured and

computed

equilibrium would not be stable at an heel angle
of zero, but the model finds its new and stable
equilibrium at around 5 degrees.

The motion of the vessel highly oscillates
at the beginning until the maximum heel angle
is reached. After this point, the flooding slows
down, the motion is highly damped by the addi-
tional flood water and the progressive flooding
phase continues.

The quasi-static computation can only pre-
dict the mean average motion of the vessel.
However, this general mean motion is quite well
reproduced.

The results obtained from the dynamic flood-
ing method match all phases of flooding of this
test case very well. At the start, the initial
small roll velocity leads first to a small angle
to port side before the very unsteady phase fol-
lows. Even though, only a very simplified damp-
ing model is assumed, the computed motion
matches quite well with the measured one. This
can be explained by the fact that most of the
damping simply comes from the additional flood
water.

4.2 Damage Case B

The layout of the second test case is more
simple as shown in Figure 7. Only one com-
partment is flooded through a side damage. This
compartment is of C-shape kind if looking from

above. This shape leads to a quite complex
flooding behaviour since the small channel at the
front prevents an immediate symmetric flooding
of the whole compartment.
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Figure 7 Setup Case B

To better illustrate the complex and irregu-
lar flooding, two snapshots from the video taken
during the model test is shown in Figure 8. The
camera is located in front of the flooded com-
partment and looks to the aft in direction of the
leak.

(a) After around 2 seconds

(b) After around 4 seconds

Figure 8 Case B: Snapshots from the flooding
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It can be depicted from the snapshots that
at the beginning the incoming water jet hits the
wall opposite to the leak and the water propa-
gates with an uneven and irregular surface fur-
ther through the channel to the other side.

The measured roll angle is compared to the
values obtained from the numerical methods as
shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9 Case B: Roll motion measured and

computed

First, the heel angle increases quite fast to
around 15 degrees. A strongly damped roll os-
cillation follows before the model comes to rest
at around 3.5 degrees. The final equilibrium is
again not at zero degrees, because the initial sta-
bility would not be sufficient.

The quasi-static method finds the same final
equilibrium but it reaches this point after only
10 seconds. The measured time and the time
computed with the dynamic method is around 5
times larger.

The roll oscillation and the movement of the
model is again quite well reproduced by the dy-
namic simulation. However, the damping which
is observed during the model is higher and more
non-linear. The roll period is faster stretched
compared to the computed values. But the gen-
eral dynamic motion behaviour is also shown by
the numerical method, since around the same
maximum heel angle is reached and also the
overall flooding time is very similar.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

An existing powerful flooding simulation
method has been successfully extended by a dy-
namic model. This does not only reproduces the
real flooding behaviour better, it is also more ef-
ficient by means that the computational time is
reduced.

The dynamic extension has been validated
with the help of two model tests of a large test
campaign. The results and the comparison from
these tests are very valueable, since it allows to
better understand such complex flooding phe-
nomenons.

The dynamic motions computed with the
new dynamic model matches quite well the ob-
served behaviour during the model tests. This
could be further improved by a more com-
plex and better computation of the real damping
forces and the added masses.

The numerical flooding simulation is im-
proved by its applicability and its performance,
which is a very important step to bring such sys-
tems also on board of ships. Only an approriate
accurate and sufficient fast numerical method
to compute the dynamic flooding behaviour of
ships in the time domain would help and assist
the crew on board to make the correct decision
after a severe damage to watertight integrity of
the ship happened.

A further extension to include also the in-
fluence of waves is possible, but several acci-
dents in the past have shown that many of these
accidents mainly caused by a damage to the
hull followed by flooding happend in calm wa-
ter. Vessels like the Costa Concordia or the Ex-
press Samina suffered an underwater damage in
coastal regions at a moderate or quiet sea state.

In addition, the extended method could also
be used to re-evaluate already investigated ac-
cidents or to apply it to new accident investi-
gations to learn from these and to improve the
overall safety of ships.
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